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TheA Coppello
Chorus
Edited from an interview
conducted by Lynn Mitchell, Jr.

Mission: I will ask any of you to respond as
you will to these questions. Why did you seek to
make a statement to Mission? What did you want
to say and why?
Clay: I subscribe to the tr'irm Foundation and
the Gospet Aduocate and other periodicals which
are published by the Churches of Christ and to
date I have not come across any articles rnryitten
by the gay community of the Churches of Christ
and I think it is time for homosexuals to make a
comment to the brotherhood.
Mac: Besides,I think the church can no longer
ignore the existence of a very important reality.
That is that there are gay Christians that are
members of the Church of Christ and we feel it
is time to deal with this important subject. Perhaps it will open some dialogue.
Mission: Well, of course, you know the trouble
that even a liberal organization would have with
an organization like yours. What do you hope to
accomplish with a C of C organization?
Clay: Well, it is not really a liberal church or a
liberal denominational issue as such. This cuts
across all sorts of doctrinal positions and opin-

Lynn Mitchell, Jr., teaches Protestant theology at St.
Thomas Uniuersity in Houston, Texas. He is also a member o/ Mission's board of trustees.
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ions. In fact, an important factor in our gloup is
that we have people who are members of the anticooperation Church of Christ and we have people
from 'oconservative" and 'oliberal" Churches
of Christ-or at least with that background.
Therefore it is really not a liberal church phenomenon. Basically we look at the experiences of
all our gay brothers and sisters who are dropouts
from the church. Many times gay people come
out and accept what they are in their mid-twenties, and when they do, they tend to drop out of
the church entirely. Because of our background
we have a very difficult time assimilating into a
denominational-structured church. Therefore a
lot of members of the Church of Christ who
drop out wither on the vine, die a spiritual death,
and don't have anything to do with organized
religion at all. Our gtoup is looking for people
who are not participants, who are not active in
any congregation at all, and we are trying to bring
them back to an interest in spiritual matters.
Al: There is another thing we hope to accomplish with thÍs organization. Like the early
church, we are considered perverse by society.
We experience a great deal of oppression and
overt persecution, and we find strength through
one another in this organization.
Lonnie: I agree. I see the purpose of the A
Cappella Chorus as an outreach to the people in
the Church of Christ who are gay. We are saying
59

to

tlrerru t,hat lve¡ recogirize their situation, and
we arc asking thern 1,o come and fellciwship wi1,h
Lrs, antl to grow with us.
f\4¿rc: l also see it as a way of opening discussÍon and dialogue on what the Bible actualiy says
ak¡out hon.rosemality. Some of my friends in the
grorlp don't fecl very comfortable with that second thrust; but I believe that the Holy Spirit is
leading us in that way, and I tliinh that is probably evident by what is happening here today. I
woulcl lil<e to see us as a rteans of educating and
finding out for ourselves the answers. We don't
know everylhing that is to be known about a
persolr's selxuaiity aLid how Gclcl expects us to
use it. But through explrtring it with our brothers
and sisters in the church we think we can come
up with some answers.
l,{ission: So you do conceive of yourselves as
a kind of rninistry or a helping hand--pecifically
with Ohurch of Christ gays-to try to heip them
work through their sitr"ration?
Mac; I think that is lair. I think that almost
cveryone would aglee that that is one of the primary thrusts. The singing thing is a great deal of
fun and it is common ground for us to get together, but it is not the primary reason we get
together.
Clay: Our advertisements in the gay community put an emphasis on the A Cappella Chorus,
and we got calls from people with no Church of
thrist background at all, but they wanted to be
a part of the groLlp because it is an A Cappella
Chorus. That is just amazing to me.
Mission: 'l'alh a little more about why you
came to the name "4. Cappella Chorus" and
what relation that has to the group.
Clay: We thought about this for'awhile and
cottldn't really come up with a name that would
be suitable. We looked at the church and its most
positive aspect to the community itself. When
you go to a denominational church, you will
hear one of two things: lf they want to be rude,
they wiil say, "ûir, you âre the people that think
you âre the only ones that are going to be saved."
If they wanf, to be polite, they will say, "ûh,
5/ort are the ¡reo¡.ile l,hat sing so well." Sìo we went
from there" We atlopted the namci A Cappelia
Chorus as â name we cän all identify with. T'he
Methodists' gay fellowship use the name Wesleyan Fellowship, Lutherans use Concern for
Gay People, the Episcopalians call themselves Integrity, the gay üatholics calìtheir groulr Dignity,
and the l\4ormons call themselves Affirmation.
With the A Oäppella Chorus we dropped the
articlo "the" and just cail ib A Cappeila-so \¡r'e
60

got a veiry good aiphaïreticai lisl;ing!
Mac: We are still looking for a name, by the
way, and if you come up with a good one, let us
know. . and we'll also have to look for a place
l,o perform, now!
Clay: Yes, we at:e acce¡:ting any invitations to
congregations, now. (Laughter)
Al: I don't think either group is ready for the
other.
Mission: I lçnow that none of you can speak
for the whole group, but Ís there not a consensus among the group that God does not require,
and therefclre the cl'rurch should not require, a
conversion to heterosexualitv or a celibate lifestyle for a homosexual who wishes to be a
Christian?
Mac: I think that is a very good question, and
really gets to the heart of the matter. lt relates
to whether you are going to consider us different from anyone else. If we are under the law,
then we ate all under the law. If we are under
grace,then giving up my sexuality puts me under
the law. I am saved by God's grace just as you
are. And God does call some people to be celi
bate. He calls (some) gays and straights to be
celibate, but celibacy is a special gift that God
gtves people and I don't think he gives it to all
people, just like he doesn't give it to all heterosexuals.

Clay: Let's get back to the way it was phrased,
"conversion to heterosexuality." That implies
that you can turn a switch and suddenly you are
rTo longer a iromosexual. I question that.
Al: T'he problem of "conversion" to heterosexuality is a dee¡r one. I{omosexuals have tried
to cure themselves of their homosexuality often
by living a heterosexual lifestyle, even going so
far as to marry, trying to convince themselves
that they are indeed heterosexuals. In many
cases the person finds that he can't cope any
longer, and then the rnarriage breaks up. That
causes a great deal of suffering to those involved.
I think the question of cc¡nverting the homosexual is not realiy tire question because of the
nature of homosexuality. . . . I wouìd not have
cho$en to be this way, given society's pressures
and the persecutions that <¡ne must endure, directly and induectly, because of being a homosexual. I don't hnow hc¡w anyone can honestly
think that homosexuals have cirosen to be what
they are i¡r our societal context. It just doesn't
make sense, ilhat does not relier¡e r:s of the fact
that we do have choices. We are not here today
to say that all hornosexuality is right" It isn't.
Just like all heterosexuality is not r:ight.
OCTOBER,1g79

N4ac: We have choices as gays whethelr we ¿ìre
going to live as God's chiidren or whether \Me are
going to live a profligate and wasteful existet"rce.
So we do have choices atrd we do not choc¡se to

be gay but we do have choices within who we
to heep that straigh{,.
Mission: Going back to the problem of the
Church of Christ being very conservative socially
as well as theologicalìy-if there is not an attempt
to alter the lifestyle of gays so that they might
fit into a traditional Christian fellowship, what
possible role could au avowed homosexual have
in the Church of Christ?
Lonnie: Something less thatr women.
Al: Strike that.
Mac: Not necessarily. I thinh Lonnie ought lo
answer that because he is specifically involved in
church now. What kind of talents do we have
that the church could use?
Lonnie: If there is a gay persolt who wants to
be a part of the social and spiritual life of the
Church of Christ, I don't see why he couldn't do
anything that any other member of the church
can do, except serve as deacous and elders because of the requirements that they would not
be able to meet.
Clay: As for the question of altering lifestyles,
I think there is a definite attempt to alter the
lifestyles of gays. We go into places to evangelize
places that the
-to make people Christians-into
churches have always condemned and ignored,
bars and bookstores, and we stress that there
should be a definite influence in Christ in our
lives and we do try to offer that to gays.
Mac: Sure. . . I don't think there is a man sitting here that wouldn't witness Christ as Lord of
our lives in any social situation.
Al: I agree with that. I should thinir that the
goal would be that homosexual Christians should
be able to function in all capacities just as everyone else, and that there would be tro attention
paid to that particular aspect of one's life. As for
fitting into the Church of Christ, because of the
conservâtive nature and the traditional theology,
this is a subject that has never been touched
upon. If it has ever been touched upon at all,
there has been a very strong negative reaction,
which has done a great deal to drive homosexuai
Christians out of the Church of Ührist and itrto
denominatiotrs who have more accepting vic'wpoints. I am sorry to see that. 'lhat has happeued
to nie to some exteirt. I atn trot trow regularly
attending the Church of Christ, although l have
not made a comtnitmetrt to a particular clenomination. lJut the getreral attitude of the Church

are. We would lihe
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Christ l,oward homosexLrality is something
that automatically alienates me from the rest of

of

the lellowship.
Missior¡: In that connection, as you are awâre,
there have always been gays in the membership
and ministry of the Church of Christ, and despite
suspicions that might have arisen about him or
h{:r, a celibate Church of Christ member (even a
minister) would probably noi be hasseled at all.
But coming out is a different matter, of course'
Especially when coming oltt involves continued
practice aird/or justification of a gay lifestyle.
How do you justify the trauma that coming out
brings to you persoually, to your family, and to
the church'? Is it worth it? Has it done you
enough good that you would recommend it to
others?

Clay: We don't advocate people coming out
especially. As for cotnit'tg out voluntarily, I did
not. Ilasically I had the door of the closet opened
and I was shoved out by a congregation here in
Houston. As far as the trauma was concerned, I
cli<in't know what to expect. I was disfellowshiped. I hnew the procedures. I went there to
witness my own disfelìowship-I was there when
I placed membership, and I thought I should be
there when my mernbership was taken out. And
it hit me much harder than I expected. I was
Iiterally stunned. I felt lihe I was hit with a twoby-four. Since then-that was about two and a
half years ago-I took sort of a step backward
and attended a detlominational church for awhile.
I still attend Sunday school at this particular
congregation. Since stepping back from the
Church of Christ,I have tried to give myself time
to grow spiritually as a Christian. I actually never
thor-rght very much before about trying to grow
spiritually within the church. Since then I have
come out with rny family, and there was absolutely no trauma" I was surprised about that' My
own personal relationship with my lover and my
family has been a strengthening factor with my
own farnily. I ha<1 never been one to communicate wilh my mom or my stepfather or with the
rest of my sisters, because I thought this would
Ì:e a point of conflict" . But now if my mother
wants to know somethìug about what I have
done, she wili call and taìk to my lover. He is
inore open ancl tells her everything about what is
going on. trf she called tne directly, I would say,
"Oh, nothing is going c)n," or "It's the same old
stuff." Is coming out rvorth it? Is bringíng conflict to a local congregation ever worth it? Perhaps it is a ¡r<lint of growth. When you grow' you
ahvays have gtor.t,itrg pzriirs" Ma;rìle that is part of
61

Iife. It has done a lot of good for my family. it
has brought us together as'â unit. But as far as
recommending to other members of the Church
of Christ who are homosexuals, that would l:e
on an individual basis.
Al: I think the general public is unaware that
there are homosexuals who lead normal lives. I
am afraid that the general public's image of what
homosexuality involves is very distorted, because
they only think of the promiscuous and of the
bar scene, and of people who are heavily into
drugs---all sorts of sordid things. There are people
living in your neighborhood probably who are
homosexual, and you would never know it because they live quasi-normal lifestyles. As to the
question of coming out, I should say that there
are degrees of it. I have come out to the degree
that I recognize I am homosexual. There are
other people such as those who are in this room
who know it, but my family does not know-nor
the church, nor do a great number of people.
And why? Because of this "trauma" your question refers to. I don't know how my family
would react to it. I think I know, but one never
really knows for sure. For me it is more important to go on hiding it or repressing it than to subject my family to the trauma that it would bring
to them. And farther down the road, it would
show up in my home congregation where people
know me and my parents have a position. As far
as I personally am concerned, I see the acceptance of my homosexuality as sort of a cure for
the trauma, because until you do come out and
deal with it, you go through mental anguish constantly. It is sort of a liberation to finally deal
with the problem and say, "This is what I ¿¡1"to accept it and then to go on.
Mission: Have any of you been married, or
contemplated going into a heterosexual relationship before?
Clay: Probably all of us went through the dating experience through junior high and high
school.
Mac: We were all thought of asgoodChristian
young men because we did not make passes at
the girls.
Al: I was in love with a girl when I was in college, but I never felt any physical attraction to
her whatsoever. This was one of the things that
conflrmed in my mind that I really was homosexual. I really loved her very deeply. I guess you
would say at the traditional platonic levelMike: Which isn't fair to the girl.
Al: --and I contemplated marrying that girl,
and another one whom I later dated.

6
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Mac; I think it would be a sin for a homosexual to marry to cover up his homosexuality. It is
a betrayal of who we are and I believe that if we
are talking about things that go against God's
will, then we go against the nature that God has
given us and we are sinning.

Mission: In connection with that, a Church of
Christ gay organization presents to the imagination the interesting possibility of someone that
believes that instrumental music is wrong while
believing that active homosexuality is all right.
I.low do you deal with the seeming inflexible
anti-gay attitude expressed in the Bible?
Mac: Well, first, "seemingly" is the right word.
I think an investigation is needed of what the
Scripture says, letting the Bible be its own commentary and interpreting vague, unclear passages
by clearer ones. I believe that the Bible does not
talk about homosexuality as we understand it
today being a sin.
Clay: The Bible says that homosexuality in
three basic areas would be sin: (1) gang rape,
(2) promiscuity, and (3) worship. In all three instances it is definitely condemned. As far as a
monogomous relationship, the Scriptures are
silent.
Mac: The Scriptures never really deal with
homosexuality as we understand it today. In the
Old Testament it deals with it in the context of
Israel being kept apart from the pagan world. In
the pagan world, male prostitution in the temples
was very prominent. Our contemporary under'
standing of homosexuality really did not come
about until the 1890s. So the Scripture does
mention some sex relationships, but does not
deal with it in the ì/vay we understand it today.
Al: I think just to sum that up, my impression
is generally that the passages used to condemn
homosexuality are being used out of context.
Therefore they lose their validity and their force.

Mission:

I don't know how much you are

to say to a gay Christian is one of the most painful and unpliable
dilemmas that a sensitive minister can face. I am
not comparing it to the pain that a gay Christian
sometimes ITas to experience, but it is painful,
nonetheless. Do you have sc¡mething to say,
aware that knowing what

some concrete wisdom, that might help us as a
church to begin the painful process of seriously
and redemptively dealing with this reality?
Lonnie: I think the church needs to do what
was just suggested, and that is to look very
deeply and seriously at the issue of homosexuality in the Bible.
Clay: tsut can the church do that the way it is
OCTOBER,1979

If you look at the Scriptures from a
fresh viewpoint, do an exhaustive study, and
come up with a different answer, you would lose
your job as a minister or as a faculty member of
structured?

a Christian college.

Mike: But the church cqn do it. 'lhe church
not only can, but the church must, because if it
betrays itself on the search for truth on one
issue, it will betray itself on other issues. I am
very proud of my background in the Church of
Christ, and if its strength lies anywhere, it is in
its exhaustive search of Scripture for what the
truth really is. I think there are two books I
would recommend that are a good beginning
point. The Homosexual My Neighbor is the first
one, which is an ethical and moral discussion in
the light of what the Scripture says. But the most
important book to be published in the last
couple of yeats is John McNeil's book, The
Church and the Homosexual. McNeil is a Jesuit
who is extremely well versed in Scripture. He
has delved into every one of the scriptures. and
talks about them in a very scholarly manner. It
serves as a good textbook, I think.
Al: It seems to me that the problem of the
church in dealing with homosexuality comes as
much from social stereotypes as it does from
traditional interpretation of the Bible. I think
that a great step toward understanding would be
for the church to inform itself on what homosexuality really entails. Even in this day and age
most people still hold on to those stereotypes.
Once they do that and find out we're not monsters, child molesters, promiscuous people-that
would do a lot to alleviate fears so we could have
more dialogue and increased understanding.
Mac: I think that's the key and is extremely
important. My sexuality is a gift of God. Being
homosexual is what God has given me and I've
got to learn (though I haven't learned it completely) to use that.as I would use any gift that
God would give me. I haven't always believed
that, but over the last couple of years I've come
to believe that I must search for God in my own
life and that's been a very interesting search so
far.
Lonnie: I would suggest that not all congtegations would be able to do this. I would think
that in some places it would be an impossibility.
I think it would be impossible in a small-town
congregation such as the one whele my parents
go. But I would agree that it's something that
church members need to look at and learn about
and go from there"
Mac: When it's an issue to them. . It's not
OCTOBER,1979

always so.

AI: That's right. One thing I'd like to go back
to. . . when we were talking about coming out in
the church and allowing the family and fellow
Christians to know this. I think one of the saddest commentaries about the Church of Christ is
the fact that we are not able to do that. Because
of the fact that the C of C is so conservative and
Iimited in its acceptance of people, and is big on
rejecting so many things, my parents would not
reject me, but it would be very painful for them
to accept this part of my life. I think that's sad,
because it's limiting them and it's limiting me.
Clay: This is 1979. I came out ten years ago. I
wish I'd had some organization suchas this when
I came out, because at that time the only place
you could go to was bars, so I had to adjust my
psychology to an institution which was dark
(and I don't particularly ca¡e for dark rooms).
There was cigarette smoke everywhere (and I
don't smoke). I had to pay $1.25 for a coke,
which I thought was outrageous. But now, for
people that face the reality of what they are,
there is such a wide range of experiences that
they can come out to, rather than an institution
such as bars. In Houston alone, besides the religious organizaf,ions which we discussed, there
are gay medical associations, gay business men's
associations, sports' associations which involve
volleyball, skating, baseball, etc. But coming out
in 1979 is so much more illuminating.
Mac: There.are so many more alternatives.
Al: I've only been living in Houston forayear,
and frankly I don't like it here all that much.
Nevertheless, one of the things that keeps me
here is that one has relatively more freedom for
homosexuality here than in many areas of the
U.S., particularly than in a smaller town. So one
feels that there is more of a refuge here. It's
ironic because Flouston is one of the biggest
Church of Christ cities around!
Clay: That's exactly what the church should
be in many respects---a refuge.
Mac: Absolutely. I agree. I think olrr group,
though it's young and we don't have much direction yet, I think the Holy Spirit is still dealing
with us in many ways.
Clay: You're going to make people awfully
nervous when you talk about the Holy Spirit!
Mac; But I believe that is what our group is all
ahout. We can provide the fellowship and love
that the redemptive community of the church
should be providing.
COMMENTARY

(See next pøge)
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cowardly about being associated with "thenr."
Ëather, forgive us, for we are terribly confused.
Wc still refer to snme of those for whom Christ died
as

Wæ Fmar HmmmsæNwæ$åüg
By LYNN MITCHELL, JR.

I

lrad ratlrer not have been itrvolved in tlre interview

members of the "A Ca¡:pella Chorus^" I had
rather not have to deal with the issue of lromosexuality
at all. I had really rather that tlrere were no such thing
as homosexuality. As usual, I catr't have what I would
rather have.
I cannot yet accept the desigr.ratiorr of homosexuality
as one of God's "gifts." lf it is one of lris gifts, lhope
that he will get past nìy defenses and slrow me that ¡t ¡s'
Untll then I will probably cotrtinue to view homosexuality as one of the syfiìptoms of the hrokenness of God's
world*a sign not of God's super-abundant creativity,
but a sign of man's fallen conditiolr. lt is not God's wislr
for us, but it is one of the tlrings we have becotne.
ln other words, it has something to do with sin. Not
sin as irr "dancir.l'and drinkin'and goin'with girls who
do." But sin as in confusion, pairr, alienation, suffering,
loneliness, insecurity, angst. Not a sin like hg¡n oÈ!pþ.L1,
Now there is a differelrt kettle of fish altogether. Urrtil
recently, almost everyone had great diff iculty conceiving
of homosexual tenderrcies as virtuous. We've seldom had
a problem conf using the sin of homophobia with virtue.
Homophobia (more properly, homoerotophobia) is our
irrational, distronest, confusetl, cowardly, sinful fear of
homosexuality and lromosexual persotrs. lt arises, ironically, out of the same matrix as lromosexuality itself , i.e.
the incredibly fragile nature of our sexual identity and
orientation*fragile in its biological beginr.rings and fragile
in its psychic self-corrf iderrce. The biological, psyclrological,spiritual beìng which God is trying to create is prone
to decline back into the chaos. We see it all around us.
We sense it in ourselves. Evr:rr a cripple scares us; the
emotionally handicapped f rightens us terribly; gays send
us up our psychological trees.
Tlrere is rro doubt tlrat God catr forgive hotrrophclbìa,
but that makes it no less destructive, clegradirrg, painfully
demeanirrg of the spirits of those wlrom it affects. lt is
not as easily recogtrizable as homosexual¡ty. lt maV not
be any easier to overcome. lt is rnuch more easily raÏionalized, inoralized, and Christiarrized. lt is certainly more
widespread. Just in sheer numl':ers, certainly more peoplc
have shut themselves out of God's l<ingdom tlrrough
homophobia tharr througlr homosexual ity.
Frighterring isn't it-this confused human situation ir¡

with the

which both l<inds

of "homos" participate-from

which

we all need redemption.

And yet, I am still arrxious obout dealing witlr tlris
subiect, still afraid to tall< witlr orre r¡f "thern," still
B
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"them."

We love "them" as lot-rg as we don't knor,v who "they"
are, or as long as we don't have to deal with "them"
where tlrey are.
Father, forgive us, as we learn to forgive those whose
very existence is an affront to us. Heal us of homophobia
so that when we are met by our brothers and sisters who
are gay. we may be free to help them or to leave them
alorre. And give us the wisdom to know when to do

which.

Homosexuallty ls $in
By CHARLIE MIDDLËBROOK
Lynrr Mitchell lras asked me to write a personal reaction to the idea of the "A Cappella Chorus." l do that
with tlie concenr that, even by irrvolving myself in the
discussion, I might tend to help dignify that which has
no dignity. Though that sounds harsh, it is nonetheless
true.

Active homosexuality is sirr. lf it were not, I like to
think I possess enough personal integrity to say so, Nine
years ago I put my ministry or¡ the line to defend the
r¡ght of blacl<s to full and complete membership in the
church in Tomball, Texas. I would do that for others
who have that right. Active hotnosexuals do not.
To say the Bible does not condemn the practice of
homosexuality "as we understand it" requires eitlrer ignorance of biblical teachirrg or the most fanciful sort of
exeqetical gymrrastics. ltr this case I believe it to be the
latter. The "A Cappella Chorus" was conceived by those
who seek to justify that whlch cannot be justif ied.
But there is atrother aspect to this entire problem. lt
ìs certainly possible that the tnodern church has driven
tlrese people to ttreir tragic positiorr. There may be a
high percentage of clrurch of Christ members who would
f ind it diff icult to f ully accept a person whose weakness
is homosexuality--even tlrough I're is peniterrtly struggling
rrot to sin^ There may be many who believe that the only
way a homosexual can be fit for the kinç¡dom is by conversiorr to heterosexuality. lt is not sol lt may not even
l:e possible.

We all need tlre same things: to pen¡terìtly confront
our sin, To be accepted and loved and supported by
God's Farnily, and to be changed "from otre degree of

olory to the next."

lf

penitent homosexuals have

been

denied äcceptance ancl love and sup¡:ort in the clrurch, it
is a great wrong tlrat needs to be corrected. I preach for
a church in the Houston area that is willing to make that
correctiorì. The penitent members of the "Á, Cappella
t
Chorus" are welcome to come and see.
OCTOBËR,1979
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By RALPþ| Jöl{NSÜN
Last month, Indepenclcnt Cltristiun Cl'turch minister
Ralph Jolznson of Portland, Oregott, de'scribed an attempt by a highly-financed prograrn to conuert him to
the non-instt"umental Churches of ChrÎst. In this article
he explains why lte rentains in his present fellowship.

Why did I not join them? In the first place,
I am not discontented with what I am
doing. I face frustratiotrs like anyone else' But I
have the Lord and he has given me more than I
have any right to ask for. I don't have much financially, but I am where I am needed, and I
deeply love the people and the work I am doing.
I believe that starting and building up a whole
new area of churches accordir"rg to the New Testament pattern is one of the greatest and most
challenging works in the world.
It might be easier in a big church rvhere someone else had already struggled to solve the problems and many others are sharing the load, but
would I actually be doing as much for the Lord?
A man can only do so much, whether in a church
that is large or small. It seems to me that the lesson of the talents is not so much that one receives greater credit for playing on a bigger team,
but for what he did with what he had. It may be
flattering to have one's lÌame connected with a
million-dollar program, but the Lord no less
needs those who will deny themselves and plunge
right into the thick of tl,e struggle where things
are toughest. It wasn't with the thousancls of
Israel that God showed his greatest power, br"tt
with Gideon's three httndred"
Sure, I would lilce more money, a nice caL
and fewer problems, l¡ut I can't sell rny convictions for a mess of anti-instrumental pottage.
Like Nehemiah, when termpted to leave off building tire walìs to join the r:pposition or"i the plains
of Ono, I say, why should this good work cease
in order to join them?
Second, while I do not view our fellowship as
having attained, an absoiute model of perfection,
and (contrary to charges froni our accusers), do
not think that all who are itot associated with us
are doomed atrd damned, neither do I have any
overwhelming setfse of clausl,rophobia about
because
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being confined in sltch a small brotherhood. I
rnay be only a ¡rart of a "flea," bttt I arn inclinecl
to make it the most troublesome, elusive, bitingest liltte varnlint that evelr suuk a tooth into the
DeviMt seems to me that in the Scriptures, Gocl
used fleas more thau elephants to cleal with his
enemies (1 Sam. 26 2A;6:4-note t|te caLtse ot
the plague), and historically, fleas have influenced the destiny of trations more than uearly
any other thing.
IT'S NOT SCI BAÞ I"{ËRË
In the third place, I ant not all that disillusioned with our brotherhood nor convinced that
the anti-instrument people reaìly ìrave all that
much more to offer. Sttre, some of our people
and churches have had probiems, bttt they won't
be solvecl by high-tailing it off elsewhere and
venting our spitc by contpromising our convictions. 'foo often, that is only a diversionary tactic to shift to others the biame for personal incompetence and spiritual hang-ups. It is seldom
very long until the person is seeking another
scapegoat.

I have no peeve about the way I have been
treated by my brethren. They don't tell me what
I can or cannot preach from the Bible" I haven't
had any brotherhood publications loohing down
the back of my neck and trying to whip me into
the party line. I haven't had to bang heads with
a bunch of hard-headed, ingrown, traditionbound elders that are so short-sighted that they
couldn't see a mosquito sitting otr the end of
their nose! I have plenty of freedom and I rion't
have to parrot any krrotherhood shibboleth to
maintain my standiug. The only one who tries to
give me fits is the Devil, and I don't thinl< that
giving up instrumental music and iubricating my
work with Texas oil money is going to change
thatl
As for the inducement tl"rat if I would join the
anti-instrumental fellowship all my <Jifficuitíes
would tre resolved, I get thc feeling I suspect a
smart llorse has whetr an old bronc-bnster approacires with a cube of sugar in otre harlrl arld a.
bridle in the other. I get the feeling that I ant
about to be ridden! l- happen to be farniliar
enough with anti*instrumental preachers and the
family sc¡uabbles in their brotherhood to have n<¡
illusions about how everythÍng is sweettress atrci
Iight in their corraì. I have heard some pretty
vicious kicking and biting on the otlrer side of
that fence,
In fact, within a motrtir of my tri¡: to T'exa,ri,
the preacher who originally put me into c<lntact
with brother Tìryant got into a big hassle with his
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elders and was summarily {ired. If anyone holds
any illusions about the prevailing conditions, all
he has to do is subscribe to a few of their brotherhood publications. I have yet to see that kind
of bitterness appear in our publications.
I guess I'm just too old a fish not to suspect a
hook in the bait. I used to be a salesman, and I
have sold, and been sold, quite a few times myself. After a while you learn to recognize and
appreciate a good "pitch." "Let the buyer be\ryare!"

Wherever you go, people are made pretty
much out of the same kind of clay. Some are
good. Some are bad. Going from one place to
another just exchanges one set of problems for
another. I get better results by just settling down
and solving the ones where I am, so long as I can
do so in harmony with God's word. The problems I face in my work are not doctrinal. It is
just plain old human cussedness!
THE INSTRUMENTAL ARGUMENT
This brings me to my fourth reason for not
jumping the fence. They have a very weak case
on the only difference with which I am concerned. tr don't happen to be a non-intelligent
little black, wooden block, with some white
spots on it that can be toppled by some superficial enticement. I have extensively researched
the subject of instrumental music and there is
simply no question but that they are entirely
without authority in their claim that instrumental music is sinful.
Now, I suppose that some rooster will come
dashing forward to challenge me to a debate,
crowing that if I won't, that I don't have the
courage of my convictions. Let me make it clear
right here that I have no objection to intelligent,
respectful dialogue in a mutual evaluation of the
evidence, but I have no time for self-serving public harangues with the gladiators being urged on
by the cheers of the crowd, thirsting for the sight
of blood! I view such taunts pretty much like an
old bird we used to have out back of our holxe.
Every morning, he would hop up on the fence
and challenge the whole world to debate. You
know, I never did jump out of bed in my pajamas and go rushing out to answer him. I' just
smiled. He didn't know any better. He was only
a chicken!
I will not yield to the intimidation of anyone.
If I change, it will be strictly on the basis of
sound scriptural evidence. My research indicates
that their case is strained to ttre breaking point.
I see only a compulsion to cling to an old Calvinistic tradition continued by the fathers of the
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Restoration Movement sustained by no sound
scriptural basis in fact.
Many of our churches have been greatly infìuenced by anti-instrumental organizations. We
often Lrse Sweet Publishing Company Bible
School materials. We use Jule Miller's visual aids
in our evangelism. We purchase many of our
books from their publishing companies. We folIow their lead in our bus programs, puppet programs and Junior Chapel programs. We often
attend their workshops and hold similar ones of
our own. In many places our people attend their
churches, sometimes even holding office, and,
strangely enough, quite a number of their people
attend ours. It appears to me that gradually the
humanly-erected barriers are coming down.
They only force us to pursue an independent
course of starting churches for our people in
order to protect their freedom in Christ.
OUR RESPONSE
What should we do to counter this effort to
convert our preachers? First, we need to work
on cleaning up our act so people aren't driven
into their arms by our conflicts, unreasonableness and lack of love. We need to be evangelistic
and successful in nurturing people in the faith.
We need to learn the power of leading the sheep
rather than driuing them. We are making good
gains and I think we have done so without sacrificing sound scriptural standards.
Second, we should refuse to get drawn into
mutual abuse. We should minimize differences
and treat them with respect. Many of their
people have difficulty accepting their leaders'
views against instrumental music. They have the
weaker case. When we become abusive, we draw
attention away from the real issue and the person
becomes less receptive. The only way they can
maintain their position is to maneuver us into
taking some excessive stance. Unfortunately for
them, people are becoming better informed and
they are running out of straw men. Kindness,
fairness, reasonableness, and honesty will deprive
them of their weapons and leave them with nothing but the issues to face.
Thfud, we should be informed on the issues.
Our people are often very knowledgeable about
many other false doctrines, but I find that even
preachers are often deficient in their comprehension of the instrumental issue. It appears that
this is because they regard it as such a silly thing
to dispute about. This only plays into the hands
of the anti-instrumentalists. We have the truth
and we need to know how to present it in sound
reasonable terms. I have founcl that when this is
OCTOBER,1979

done, the average person readily sees the unsubstantiated nature of their position.
Finally, we need to be careful about how we
look at them, and how we picture them. They
are really turned off by the attitude oll sorne of
our preachers that they are just a bunch of
"worldly cigarette-sucking Anti's." In the first
place, such a broad characterization is not true.
Their leaders are largely aware of, and trying to
deal with the tobacco problem. In some of their
churches it is a problem among their leadership,
but it is unfair to have that label hung upon them
all. The same is true of other problems. When
those labels are hung indiscriminantly upon
them, we play right into their hands. They then
use that to picture us as speaking falsely about
them to gain sympathy and promote discontent
against us.

CÕNCLUSIÕN

For me, personally, the trip to Texas was a
very satisfying ex¡lerience. I saw us and our work
from an entirelly different standpoint, and, while
we have areas to work on, their inability to effectively assault our position was a tribute to the
soundness of the ground upon which we stand. I
returned home with increased faith and appreciation for the work I am doing and the wonderful
fellowship I have had with our brethren.
All in all, it was quite an experience. Down
there, looking them over from the inside and examining the workings of their preacher-conversion effort, sometimes made me feel like old
Jonah in the whale's belly counting ribs. It was
particularly gratifying to discover, contrary to
my initial apprehensions, ühat the critter turned
out to be toothless!

HowNotto Retire
By MARGARET WILLIAMS

Most people past fifty think about the traumatic day when they are to be put on the shelf
to mold. Most of us who have been blessed with
normal health and strength wish to postpone
that fateful day. There are many suggestions as
to how to accomplish this, but these seem to
work best with approaching "seniors" I krrow.

1. Don't stay in your accustomed rut until
the sides are cemented. If you can, change your
tasks or your location or your job completely.
You might have to lose a little pay or pension,
but the rewards of being a new-comer instead of
the old-timer are great. And the new place may
not realize you are approaching retirement age
(mine didn't).
2. Associate with young people. In casual contacts at church, work, or hobbies, notice youtìger
men and women. Every parent likes his children
to be noticed, and a newcotner appreciates your

interest. Include teenagers in informal conversations. Leave it to the younger people to follow
up; if you really show sincere interest, friendships will develop. And Ureir optimism and enthusiasm may increase your own (this really
works!).
3. The llible teaches us in many places to bcl
pure, honest, and rejoicing. Whining, complaining, and gossip don't fit those characteristics.
Tell only your doctor your aches and pains.
Some people who must endure severe suffering
OCTOBËR,1979

Since 'l"etiring" from teaching, Margaret WíLliams lms worked as a teacher
for missionary families in Africa.

still have beautiful, cheerful personalities. "Whatever things are lovely. . . think on these things."
4. Be careful of your health as silently as possible. We can discern what is helpful and harmful
to ourselves, and if we have the will-power to act
wisely, we will profit much.
5. Do all you can about worrisome problems;
then turn them over to the Lord. He already
knows all about them anyway, and he will make
the best of every situation for us if we obey and
love and trust him. (I'm trying-but not absolutely successful so far!)
6. With the help of the Lord, find a place to
be useful. Nothing builds our morale more than
being of real help to others. Even shut-ins can be
cheerful telephoners, and people with good listening ears carì hear even unspoken wishes they
can grant. ,4 proven cause of child-abuse is isolation and loneliness of the mother. (Someone
needs you desperately.)
?. Don't be afraid to try something new. After
all, if worse comes to worst, will you have lost
mr-rch? Heaven is just as close to us in one place
as in another.
'lhese are some suggestions I'm working on so
that when I get old I may not get rusty too soon.
At present I'm teaching in Malawi, Africa, and
having a tremendous experience. i hope I may
find other jobs until old age catches me some
time in tl-re clist¿rnt future. I'm only seventy now.

f
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Churches
By Carl and Connie Lloyd,
who follow last month's study
of the effectiveness of renewal
churches with this analysis of
their psychology.

Carl and Connie Lloyd recently moved to lthaca, New
Yorh, to worh with a renewal church there.
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most important?

Upon which human domain
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Peoples' feelings and spiritual intents are somehow thought to be insignificant. IVhen knowledge is revered, mankind's capacities for ¿nzoslc
or knowledge become twisted amidst the psychic whirlpool of life. The boundaries of attainable life, once set, continue to constrict until
life is no longer recognizable. Body-lif.e ceases '-to
exist; it is reduced to mental-ism. It is our opinion that many renewal groups are a reaction
against mother gtoups which over-stress this
thinking or cognitive realm.
Many see persons as inherently evil. Man's
mind is somehow assumed to be the sauing grace
by which he can overcome such a pitied estate.
Therefore, knowledge becomes supreme. God's
grace is viewed as a blessing which allows man
the opportunity to intellectually discern God's
actions. It is thought that through proper knowledge alone, our sinful nature will be erased.
On a practical level this attitude is reflected
by congregational focal points. If the sermon
material becomes more important than edification, if classroom study is venerated while casual
fellowship is castigated, and if diligent works are
encouraged to the exclusion of daily living, then
some will feel engaged in a lopsided experience.
In this mode, rules of conduct, proper assem-
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blies, and creedal assumptions are widely imposed as the means of correcting the inherent
evil in man. The converted ¡;erson becc¡mes
bound by duty to be the object of his peer's
vanity. Empathy, herein, tends to be supplanted
by caustic lashes like, "I told you so" or "You
should have known better."
"Cognitive" styles of church often renew the
Greek dichofomy between body and soul. Constraints are placed upon bodily acts in an attempt
to modify its behavior. This behavior modification is deemed necessary only until the soul is
somehow set free from the body. Works, laws,
creeds, systems, ad nauseum come to play. Even
here, the desire is to save the soui as if in some
mystical manner setting a captive free. lhe following might illustrate this outlook:
B

becornes. Since God's salvation (Greek soteriø)
deals witlr tl¡.e wltoleness of mat1, au integration
must occur. 'lo us, sLich an integration involves

the religious affirmation of the process of

sanctif icatiorz.
Let us list some adjectives descriptive of each
realm when it is focused upon by itself
(1) If one stresses the spiritttalrealm to the exclusion of all others, he rnay appear to be:
.

irrational
non-social

out of toirch with physical realities
very self-aware
dependent upon norms and authorities
prejudiced
dogmatic
irresponsible
mystical
aloof
insecure

o
D

Y

On the practical level, many "renewal" folk
to see the resurrection of this Greek
dualism as a dangerous poison already blindly
swallowed by too many (see CoI. 2:16-23). Basically, any concept of persons that over-emphasizes one part of man's makeup misses the fact
that man is a whole; his soul is his whc¡leness.
Therefore, any approach, religious or not, toward
mankind must be holistic in thrust.
The following diagrams attempt to illustrate
man's wholeness with four realms: the feelings
(affective), the thinking (cognitive), the spritual,
and the fleshl¡u bodv:*
are coming

Such a person may be condemning, self-righteous, and unconcerned about community impact or involvement. He lives on the "mountain
tops" while ignoring the people dwelling in the
valley below.
(2) If the mental aspect is foremost, this person may appear to be:
non-emotional (denying)
non-social
analytical
task oriented
insecure

closed-minded

'Ihis person may also be uninvolved and selfrighteous, depending upon the degree of emotional insecurity he denies.
(3) If feeLings are held as all important, then
this person may be:
impulsive

irrational
non-volitional
a qr"ritter

Spirit

moody
psycho-somatic
insecure

As these four realms converge within â

per-

son's wholeizess, the total self arises.
Self

The more tlrese areas overìap ancl integrate,
the more complete, whole, and total the person
ocToBER,1979

This person may "get involved," but his or her
involvement may be so unpredictable and irrational that it becomes destructive.
(4) If the body is stressed, a person may be
excessive or restrictive with many bodily needs

'rThis diagram is based upon one by Glen Edwin Clark,
lld.D., Associate Professor of Education with Oregon
State University in Corvallis, Oregon. We have aliere<i it
f<ir our purposes but use ii wiih his perrnission.
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and desires. Physical desires may beccime paramount.
At any given time each of us tends to be integrating one of these realms more than another.
Overall, however, we will endure our sanctification by hecoming whole, total, and complete in
all four areas. Our concern here is that various
congregational units tend to stress one realm
while denying the others. 'Ihis one-sidedness
hampers the development of Cl-rristian potential.
It is interesting to us that renewal groups generally result because one or more of these realms
have been denied for so long that certain people
cannot tolerate the stagnant condition any
longer. Usually, as we noted, renewal groups react against too much emphasis on the cognitive
realm. Coupled with this is an overt denial of the
physical body. 'fhe results are traditionalized
into hundreds of creeds, doctrines, and group
norms which are geared to suppress the "weakness of the flesh" while highlighting the intellectual capacities. Intellectualism eventually becomes retrogressive and constrictive. People are
told what to thinh, how to think, and when to
think it. Many people simply tire of such a nonspiritual or non-feeling religion.

\ry

have found some groul>s tt'rat stress onty
one or two of these areas. For instance, among
the renewal groups, we found that only two of
the eight (see groups 4 and 5, August/September
issue) were able to incorporate an af fectiue (feeIing) outlet into their corporate worshi¡r format.
Both of these groups formed basically betcause
of a restrictive leadership that stressed the cognitive realms while restrictir-rg tl're totøl exploration
of this realm. By and large, for the other groups
we loohed at, libelration or renewal tended to be
seen in the areas of intellectualism. Emotions,
feeling involvernent, and heartfelt commitments
were néarly foreign to their concept of renewal.
Essentially, this format is akin to that of many
mainline outlooks in that the dichotomy between the body and soul is still present. Without
integration and expression of the feeling realm,
Christians just aren't whole.
The two groups which started mainly due to
personality clashes (Nos. 6 anci ?) have essentially mimicked the original stress upon the cognitive. Since thers was an overt affective (feeling)
reaction, these still have a difflicr"rlt time trying
to integrate the bodily and spiritual realms .¡¿hile
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maintaining solidariby wilJrin the group. (They
still r:an't get arlong with one another!)
It is baflling to note that not one of these
eight groups had a Jrermanent 1;hrust concelning
the physical dirnensÍon. T'wo groups (4 and 5)
did gain sporadic exercises together as a congregation, br"rt these interrnittent volleyball and basl<etball garnes were not much more than attempts
at fellowship. As such, the wholeness that involves the body was, in our view, neglected by
all the groups surveyed. Yet, six of the eight
goups that we were abie to share with were
striving to integrate at least some aspects of all
four realms. It is cxactly this goal that sets such
grolrps apart most drar-natically from their traditional counterpzuts.
Along sociological lines it has to be added that
any attem¡:t to integi-ate life causes conflict. Because groups 6 and 7 were the most functionalist,
their total integration may not be probable.
So

tne
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We hope to cnca¡lsr-rlate here the pros and
of the renewal group rnovement, at least as
we see it. tr'irst, it must be affirrned that all factions, divisions, and splits carry with them certain negative connotations (1 Cor. 1:1 ff). Such
actions do rniss the mark to which God has
called r-rs. But when matters have reached the
poitrt oli fission the most liheìy prognosis generally given is to culminate the division swiftly. Of
course the necessity of breaking away from the
mother church is a little lihe saying that divorce
is the solution for a poor marriage, or that death
is the cure for a dreaded disease. But it also must
be stated that while factions generally are not
planned, they somehow occur nonetheless. We
are of the opinion that renewal groups are not
schisms from the Lord's church. All "walk-outs"
aren'i, necessarily cleaving to other gods or men"
'I'he new groups are still Christians. The fellowship of Christian salvation is not rnade void by
cons

death, division, or disfellowship.
'lhe re¡rercussions likely to follow any split
can snowball into disaster within the renewal
group unless certain preventive actions are im-

¡llernented. Guilt will devour any group of indi-

viduals just as rapidly as will pride unless proper

full ex¡rloration of the problem is madeprlor
to the schism (see Mt. 5:23ff.). Two expressions
of guílt tend to exist paradoxically within some
grollps. F ust is the temptation to form "pity
atrcl

parties."'l'his guilt reaction is most characteristic
of those groLrps which have fornred more out of
poiitical or per:sonality reasons (see Nos. 6 and 7)
than for spiritual convictions.
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The other major guilt reaction tends to express itself in animosity, apathy, and continual
suspicion of others" These groups may often become very clique-ish, self-centered, and nonevan-

gelistic. They are so preoccupied with licking
their own wounds that they can focus upon
nothing else. As such, some tend to come across
as churchy play actors (Greek hypokrites).
Evangelism is an inadequacy among many renewal groups. Only two of the eight groups mentioned in this study had any sort of evangelistic
sharing thrust. While some renewal gtoups will
contend that organized or group evangelism is
not their style, and not the situation of the New
Testament, few are openly concerned or active
with sharing to much great extent by any means.
Our convictions here tend to be that many have
thrown the baby out with the bathwater. If renewal groups have anything (anyone!) tremendous to share, and we think that most of them
do, then they need to share Him.
Complete education and good instruction are
also lacking in some groups. Since many such
gïoups have formed in reaction to restrictions
placed upon their curiosity or open-mindedness,
there often exists a free-for-all type of sharing.
Some proudly have so much openness that spiritual curiosity is replaced with contentment and
apathy. A "believe what you will" interaction
does not necessarily equal progress. Quite often,
the instruction follows the same vein as did that
of the mother group. Soon such groups find that
intellectualism does not necessarily produce spiritual thirst. The potential for new vitality and
Iife is sometimes replaced with "oral traditions"
that have been within our movement since the
1900s.

A paradox exists along the lines of leadership.
On the one hand, renewal groups have a tendency to reject all outward forms of leadership.
Mutuality is erroneously eguated with equality.
These folk project the feeling that each member
is just as capable of knowledge, teaching, preaching, organizing, counseling, etc., as the rest. This
denies Paul's convictions in Romans L2:3ff. and
1 Corinthians 12:4ff. While each person must be
mutually involved by sharing his talents, not all
are equally blessed. Each has his expertise, inclinations, and insights. Each is mutually valuable, but God has no more made all renewal folk
identical twins than he has made all mainline
folk identical. A few of these groups have confused the rotational sharing of the pulpit with
total mutual ministry,
For those groups that did not have members
ÖcToBËR,1979

who actively yearned and prepared to
their talents

express

Tim. 3 : 1 ), leaders nonetheless arose" This is inevitable; all groups have
leaders. As has already been noted, some of these
de facto leaders have done more harm than good.
A type of paranoia exists over much "official
leadership." Many renewal-oriented folk fear all
authority. But at the heart of every paranoid lies
the crumpled ruins of an authoritative figure.
Sometimes this crumpled figure is himself, sometimes another. Each paranoid wills for the resurrection of that key-role figure, but fear keeps the
corpse buried. This merely furthers the paranoia.
Therefore, rather than striving to overcome the
fear of poor leadership, these paranoid brethren
think the matter solved when it is agreed upon
not to select leaders. Sometimes the leaders that
then arise are less adequate than those back at
the mother church.
as leaders ( 1

O

the other hand, some of the groups studied
actively selected spiritual leaders to guide, correct, and instruct the flock. Of the five groups
that did this (see Nos. 4-B), four tended to be
very dependent upon their leadership for almost
everything. Mutual service was relegated to a
back seat while the supposed expertise of the
Ieaders ran the show. These leaders merely became decision and power fulcrums for the groups.
In only one of these four groups was such a
phenomenon apparently propagated by the leaders themselves. In the other groups the members
found contentment in sitting on the sidelines
and being uninvolved.
The generally morose state of renewal group
leadership frightens us. It is almost certain that
some of these groups are prone to repeat the history of the mother churches. We have termed
this phenornenon "the child"beating syndrome,"
because some groups are starting to repeat the
same defeating behavior that was imposed upon
them by their parent $oups. Someone once said,
"Within the heart of every revolutionary lies a
smattering of desu"e for orthodoxy and the authoritative figure." For some, this "smattering"
is more like leavening.
There are many very positive aspects of the
renewal movement. One of these is the strong
desire to stress our similarities in Chrisù instead
of our differences. To many mother groups it
doesn't matter so much on which side of the
tracks you live, as on which side of the facts you
stand. \ilhile we would all like to see things be71
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come the way we believe they ought to be, such
has never ber:ome a reality without propellir-rg
sectarianism, llhe celebration of life in Jesus, as
the Good News Person necessitates an ecumenical spuit. ln fact, those groups which do not
share in ti-re ecumenical experience to some degree are prone to repeat the traditional sectarian
phobia.
Many renewal groups are actively searching
out and stressing the early Restoration themes.
By and ìarge, many of the original Campbellite
concepts concerning fellowship, freedom, life in
the Spirit, sectarianism, etc., are being delved
into at a tremendous rate. Nothing but good can
come of this thirst for truth.
A fundamental commitment to persons rather
than buildings, names, or creeds is focal. Most
renewal groups tend to observe an ecology of
persons, in that individuality and corporate experience are both conserved. A reflection of the
individualism that so typified the Westward Expansior-l and Restoration is again alive. Open
Iove, tenderness, and being of the same womb
rìearr a great deâl to these folk.
Within this scope rernains a freedom of speech
and opinion. Restrictions as to what is studied
and how it is studied occur only infrequently.
This, of course, opells the doors for heightened
curiosity and vitality within Body-life. The key
here tends to be that these folk are striving to
internalize the ìove of God rather than to merely
external.ize tl-re llible into a facade for legalism.
By and large, all renewal takes place when folk
begin to internalize and take to heart God's spiritual panorama of gïace,
'lhis desire for internalization often leads to
varied experiences in the corporate worship.
Ilven while there is little continuity between the
various renewal groups, there tends to be a trend
toward rron-traditional settings. This non-traditional atmospherre may bewilder some visitors
because even the unchurched seem to expect certain fundamental ¡latterns. 'llhis, however, has a
tremendous side-effect in that the conversion of
visitors is not attempted during services. Rather,
the services are geared toward edification of the
[3ody. 'lhis beautifully keeps people from reacting positively or negatively toward the worship
services thentselues and necessitates conversion
to Jesus rather than to a group. Home Bible
study replaces the "altar call." Jesus and the
brethren are forefront, not our ecclesiasticai trappings. God Ís again placed upon the fighting
fi:ont of li1,e" [.fe becomes the dynarnic wellspring
of activity we all refer to as life (Jn. 10:10).
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Conclusion
Even the taLk of renewal or belonging to a renewal group gives many of us a pleasant sense of

communion and adventure. I{owever, we often
become so infatuated by our own improvisations
that we fail to see that we are generally playing
the same old tunes. . . just to a new audience. We
become, in a sense, merely a colonized group
within the circled wagons of tradition. Perhaps
this reflects the true depth of our own socialization and blind allegiance to the way things have
always been.

The mystique of renewal demands that we all
shift our concentration from surface factors and
dig deeply into our own essence. Our own hypocrisy often lives on long enough to punish us!
Ow own prescriptions for revolution and renewal
become less practical as our convictions are revealed to be falsely liued. Often the need for selfjustification has clouded our otherwise clear
vision. Is our failure to live and experience renewal in life producing a bad theory? Are we
demanding gratitude for accomplishments that
have only up to this time been talked about?
We are assured of the need for renewal. The
continually renewing spirit of God is paramount
for any believer! Because of our studies, we are
more keenly aware of both the problems and victories present within the renewal camp. We are
tfemendously excited for some, and painfully
sorrowful over others. Hopefully this open report
will expose all of us to.a great challenge: are we
truly renewing or merely renewed'l
f
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ABÕUT

IHE CHURCH
By ROBERT M. RANDOLPH

So then you are no longer strangers and sojourners, but you are fellow citizens with the
saints and members of the household of God,
built upon the foundation of the apostles and
prophets, Christ Jesus himself being the cornerstone, in whom the whole structure is
joined together and grows into a holy temple
in the Lord; in whom you aLso are built into
it for a dwelling place of God in the Spirit.
(Eph.2:19-21)
I want to talk with you about the church.
What is it? What should it be? How do we relate
to it? I raise the questions knowing that they

will not be answered to everyone's

satisfaction,

but believing that the conversation we can have
about these matters will be edifying to us all.
These are questions that we have been asking
as a church. They are questions that have been
gnawing at my subconscious for some months.
'lhey are questions that we answer in differrent
ways depending on our viewpoint and context,
which are as varied as our perspectives on the
weather. For example, the middle of F ebruary
ïlobert M. Randolph is ntiníster for the .llrool¡line
Church of Christ in Brookline, Massachusetts.
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for some that it is mid-winter. For others,
February means that spring is almost here. Raseball has begun in Florida, and we can rest secure,
knowing that warm weather cannot be far away.
l¡or still others, February means that they should
be in Florida, regardless of anything else. It depends 0n your perspective.
means

Viewing the church offers much the same
problem. We can view the church from at least
three viewpoints. At it ls; as it was; as it should
b¿. Ancl our ö\ryn perspective will say a lot about
our own approach to life in general and religion
in particular.
It is not hard to think of the church as it ls;
in fact it is hard not to thinh of the church in
this way. We look around us and see established
churches with large budgets, larger: buildings,
and the alrra of activity around them. 'lhe norm
becomes the establishment of a grnup that will
become all those things. I remember talking with
a member of a new congregation about what
)<ind of building they might l:uild. FIe lrelieved,
as ire put it, that it was clear in their community
that people could not take seriously any Christian g¡ou¡r that did not have a fine br.rilding"
Otherwise they were viewed as a fly-by-night out/3

1V
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that might pull up their tent and simply return south by cover of night. I told him that the
investment was extreme, and that it could compromise the integrity of anyone who overextended themselves to meet such a debt. But there
was really no room for conversation because our
idea of what a church ls, is so strongly informed
by what \rye see about us. We find it almost impossible to create church forms that cannot be
measured by the common standards of success.
We also frequently view the church as it was;
but (even if it is hard to admit) it is hard to look
at the past--at the church in the New Testament

office of bishop, he desires a noble task. Now a
bishop must be above reproach. Deacons
likewise must be serious, not double-tongued,
not addicted to much wine. . . ."(1 Tim. 3:1, 8).
And beyond the light of the New Testament we
see the emergence of an organizational network
that allowed the church to survive the decline
of western civilization and to ultimately preside
at the rebirth we call the Renaissance.
The point is that our context determines the
answer to our question. When the question$ are
concerning size and organization, the church bewith a board of directors,

comes a corporation

The historical context in which we seek to be
Christians has shaped us beyond our ab¡lity to negate it.
We can no more wash away our history than we can translate
ourselves by sleight of hand to another region.

-without bringing to our search our preþdices
from the present. Too often we look at the
church as
seeing

it

it as it

is when we are saying that we are
was.

We come to our study of the church thinking,

example, of current organizational issues,
and it is no wonder that the questions we ask
first about the church are organizational questions. How was the church organized? Who were
the officers of the church? What did they do?
It is clear to me that the Christians of the first
century were probably asking similar questions
as they sought to secure their faith in a hostile
environment. The situation was a fluid one that
moved toward an organizational conclusion over
a period of years. As Paul tells us in Corinthians,
"there were first apostles, second prophets, third
teachers, then workers of miracles, then healers,
helpers, administrators, speakers in various kinds
of tongues" (1 Cor. 12:28). And in his account
of Christ's ministry, and the establishment of the
church, Luke tells us of the emerging pattern of
church order. "As they (Paul and Silas) went on
their way through the cities, they delivered to
them for observance the decisions which had
been reached by the apostles and elders who
were at Jerusalem" (Acts 16:4). "And at Miletus,
he (Paul) sent to Ephesus and called to him the
elders of the church. And when they came to
him, he said to them '. . . take heed to yourselves
and to all the flock, in which the Holy Spirit has
made you guardians, to feed the church of the
Lord which he obtained with his own blood"
(Acts 20:17, 29).
Later still we see the emergence of the pattern in its formality. "If any man aspires to the

for
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ever-growing budgets and success measured in
terms of numbers.
But there is a third view, that of the church as
it should be. I find this perspective the most difficult to deal with. Those who see the church as
it should be look to the images I have described
and try to strip away the excesses of tradition
and get back to the pure thing. At least they
strip away some of the traditions. Vestments go
because, in an egalitarian society, there are few
who delight in that sort of thing. The hierarchy
is trimmed and a model or models more comfortable to democratic sensitivities emerge. The
model that comes forth is always the New Testament church, but invariably it is a model shaped
by the imperatives of the group proclaiming the
need for reform. In the American experience we
see the influence of an egalitarianism that takes
its dimensions from the background of the practitioners of reform. It is not surprising that the
churches that emerge differ only in appearance
from their predecessors. The essence is unchanged.

The historical context in which we seek to be
Christians, or, put another way, the process by
which we got where we are, has shaped us beyond our ability to negate it. We can no more
wash away our history than we can translate ourselves by sleight of hand to another region of
the world. We must accept our history.
But I think it is time we asked another question about the church. Not "What is the church?"
Not "What ¿¿as the church?" Not "What should
the church be?" Rather, Iet us ask "What can
the church be?" And let us ask it here in this
place, for our people, at this point in time.
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It is clear to me that the church can first of all
be a belieuíng community. People have become
part of the church to celebrate their common
confession that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of
God. In the New Testament, adults became part
of the believing community by their common
confession and their symbolic participation in
the death andresurrection ofChrist through baptism. It is equally clear that God adds to the
church those that are saved. I shatl not be disappointed if I find that the patterns I hold to are
more rigid than God demands, but until then I
must proclaim my belief that adult baptism for
the remission of sins is the way by which one
enters the believing community. The Lord, however, will ultimately do the sorting.
But, if the church first can be a believing community, it is also ø worshiping communiúy. The
early church lived, as we live, believing that
"where two or three are gathered together in my
name, there am I in the midst of them,, (Matt.
18:20). Expressions of worship took place in a
Jewish context, and as the church became Gentile so did worship patterns. They gradually
evolved into the patterns we are familiar withthe ways we approach God today.
With the exception of public prayer, and I
have reservations even here about the form, I
think it clear that our contemporary patterns of
worship are no more similar to first-century worship than contemporary movies are to a hand-

The church can also be a supporting commun-

ity. It is a community where we reveal ourselves
not only to God, but to our fellow Christians.
The lovely comment in Hebrews, used too often

for the wrong reasons, explains what support
means:

Let us hold fast the confession of our hope
without wavering, for he who promised is
faithful; and let us consider how to stir up
one another to love and good works, not neglecting to meet together, as is the habit of
some, but encouraging one another, and all
the more as you see the day drawing near."

(Heb. 10:23-25)
Lyndon Johnson once remarked that home
was the place where people cared about you.
They came to see you when you rffere sick, and
stood by you in time of need. So, too, with the
church. In the church people know you, support
you, and care about you, or it is not a church. A
caring community is an important antidote to
the loneliness so characteristic of modern life. It
is also a gentle reminder that there is a dimension
of life divorced from study, job, or the toils of
home.
Finally, the church is a sauing community. I
confess that I have little concern with the geography of the hereafter. I do not care what hell is
like, and heaven becomes more real as I glow
older. I rest secure in the belief that Jesus is the
firstfruits of those who have died. I believe that

I shall not be disappointed if I find that the patterns
I hold are more rigid than God demands, but until then I must proclaim my belief that adult baptism for the remiss¡on of sins
is the way one enters the believing commun¡ty.

held Viewmaster. We worship in the style of our
time, just as the church in the first century did,
and the most meaningful expressions of worship
are those expressions which bring us near to God
in the vernacular of our time and context.

In our fellowship we offer worship in simple
melody, the Spoken word, and shared thoughts.
We touch Christians through time as we participate in the Lord's Supper, but even here our emphasis on cleanliness and order have shaped the
experience. Without doing violence to our historical identity, and the spirit of Scripture, we
might well explore other expressions of worship.
Expressions of worship in poetry, dance, or
drama need to be explored, and I am hopeful
that we can appropriate for our use and inspiration much of the great music we have left unused.
ocToBER. 1979

life has, through his resurrection, triumphed over
death. Better still, we have the words of John's
gospel:

This Son of Man must be lifted up as the serpent was lifted up by Moses in the wilderness,
so that everyone who has faith in him may in
him possess eternal life. God loved the world
so much that he gave his only Son, that everyone who has faith in him may not die, but
have eternal life. It was not to judge the world
that God sent his Son into the world, but that

through him the world might be
(Jn. 3:\4-L7)

saved.',

Our selfishness, our greed, our envy, our weakmay be put aside. We are saved from our
human frailties in the church. But we are saved
to serve. We are loved to love. We are not condemned, for we have eternal life.
t
ness
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Trends in the Church

on some sort of evetr keel about God
and his children, it's more than a bit
distressing to see this new wave of

üo the full"tirne job of real outreach
to a lost world. The¡e are more tlìan
enough agnostics, Iluddhists, and fallcn souls [o go around. Of course, if
we are to reach them, we will have to
quif, preaching ourselves and begin
preaching Jesus Christ as Lord (2 Cor.
4 r5).

various sorts of proselytiziug movements in the "brotherhood" these

Wayne Wiese
McGregor, Texas

Þistressing Ëvan gel ism
To those of us ,who grew up amid
all the guilt and self'righteousness
and silly legalisrn of the Church of
Christ and have finally begun to get

days. I imagine there are oÙhers besides me who are saddened not so
much by those who make the sanre

old tired assumptions about Church
of Christ superiority, but rather by
the new "corìverts," who seem destined to repeat the same struggles of
previous generations in the Restoration Movernent.
That's why I atn particularly gratified to see your attempts in recent
issues to shed sotne much-needed
light on the Gainesville church and
on the Marvin Bryant program for
ministers (August/Septernber issue).
While it may be difficult, if not itnpossible, for those who have invested
so much titne, money, and psychic
energy in such movements to look at
them rationally, it is to be hoped that
there are others who will take a sec-

ond looì< aü what is currently passing
for evangelistn in our circles.

It would be fantastic if lve could
finally quit trying to pull fellowChristians out of their own fellowships and instead devote our resources

A0
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Partisan Antidote

I did a foolislt

The enclosed check is to help with
I want to continue receiving Mission in order to be
aware of trends affecting Churches of
Christ.
There seems a trend to consider
the church as ¿ft€ authority in solving

Míssion's expenses,

(or resolving) problems. The article
by Sam R. Norman (July issue) indicates that the church has rites or rituals for marriage, birth, and death but
not support for "the crisis of divorce." I do not know of any rites or

thing

rituals commanded in the wriiings to

while partisanism still had control of
my life: I let my subscriptiou to
Missi.on run out, and did not renew
it. I realize now that such was a mis'
tal<c. Therefore, I would like to correct that mistake by once again sub-

New Tesùament churches. Marriage is
approved; divorce is not approved.

Last year

scribing to Míssion.
Dan Rogers,

III

Marshfield, Missouri

Courage and Wisdom
I would like to receive the issues
wiLh articles by G. James Robinson
on tl're Orossroads Movement (MaY
and June). I have tried to ignore this
movernent, but it has spread into my
circle of friends, and I need to lçnow
how to protect them and resist the
movement. 'lhis voung man has courage and wisdom.

'llhank vou and thanks to G. James

Ilobinson.
Mrs. Robert ts. Turner, Jr.
Coral Gables, Florida

For a long time I have been dismayed by the tendency to say, "My
therefore I am
church permiùs
free of guilt." In other words, the
power of absolution
church has the -;
from sin. This is putting the church
(people) above God-a form of idol
worship

!

Edith l{uey
Columbus, Ohio

Weighing the Lloyd Study
It was with great interest that I
approached Carl and Connie Lloyd's
piece on "renewal groups" (August/
September issue). I have longed for
some kind-any kind- of empirical
sùudy of rny religious heritage, particularly one which has at its roots
some solid theoretical underpinnings;

The Lloyds' distinction between the
Lloyds' data suggest that so-called re-
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restoring spirit and the restored illusion picqued my interest even more.
Unfortunately, I was somewhat disappointed by the rest of the article.

The discussion of functionalism

seemed simplistic. Two characteristics

of functional sociology which were
unstated seem to have greater salience than some of the arguments
posed by the authors. First, functionalism sees deviance as contributing to
the stability of what may be called
the "focal organization." Rather than
attempting to eliminate deviance (in
this case, t'renewal gÌoupst'), a func-

tional institution like "mainline
churches" would continually fabri-

cate patterns of deviance which serve
in some way to maintain the institution. Functionalist churches therefore

create renewal groups

to affirm their own

in an effort
traditionalist

theology.
A second characteristic of functional sociology is its close relationship to classical liberalism. Functionalism is plagued with the liberal
illusion that man is a rational being,
capable of and directed toward social
improvement. This mentality looks
for sanction through "quantitative ra-

tionalism." One need only read

a

single issue of Ira Rice, Jr.'s,Contend.íng for the Føith to see this liberal

philosophical construct at work. We
in evangelical Christianity have too
long ignored the liberal roots of our
heritage. The Campbell-Stone move-
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ment's roots have been traced directly to rationalism, and Campbell
himself interpreted the Scriptures in

the light of John Locke's

liberal

philosophy.
As John Bennett has shown, liberal

theology includes (1) an affirmation
of creation as "good"; (2) a view of
human impulses and drives as the re-

tionalist counterparts socially more
than theologically. Richard Niebuhr
(The Social Sources of Denominationalism) has given us a journalistic
of this phenomenon; the
Lloyds offer us some (tentative) empirical evidence to support it. Second,
the Lloyd study suggests that if we
a¡e to accomplish traditional organiassessment

sult of man's subjection to the natural order; (3) an affirmation of rational living as the way to the best
life; (4) free will; and (5) the responsibility of man to his social community. Many prime examples of these
characteristics can be seen in almost

zational goals (numerical growth, impact on the community) we probablv
need the "denominational" structure
of traditional Churchesof Christ. The
median score on church growth indi-

any conservative Church of Christ.

on their evangelism scale falls well below the expected level for renewal

It

would also have been helpful if
the Lloyds had used control groups
for comparison. From a statistical
standpoint, the extreme variance in
the multiple factors between groups
examined weakens any appeal for
viewing renewal gloups as discrete
from traditionalist churches. Further,
the subjective nature of the data used
weakens its case as descriptive of renewal groups. Six of the twelve categories were based on "soft" data.
This is useful in the determination of
hypotheses to be tested, but the use
of a subjective data for global gener-

alizations, especially in the absence
of a control group, is questionable.
There are, of course, some valuable findings in the study. First, the
Lloyds' data suggest that so-called renewal groups differ from their tradi-

cates that, overall, renewal groups
lose membership. The median score
groups. Even if renewal groups are
willing to accept introspective goals
(person-centeredness, socio-emotional

impact, group interaction), the data
suggest that these groups also fall rvell

below expected levels in these

Only in the

area

areas.

of person-centered-

ness was the "optimum expectation"
approached.
I am excited that some among us

to assess our tradition
with quantifiable measures. I just
hope we will use increasingly more
are beginning

sophisticated analytical tools as we
evaluate ourselves. Those of us with
this penchant have an obligation to
help us "see ourselves as others see
us.tt

Tom Winter, ACSW
Irving, Texas
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Booh reuiews should be sent to Mrs. Holley at 1508
Ephesus Church Road, Chapel llill, N.C. 27514.

Wisdom from the Women of the Bible, by Edith Deen (New York:
Harper & Row, 1978), 150 pp. Reviewed by Julia Bloxom.

Fort Worth resident Edith Deen,
author of Ail of the Women of the
Bíble and. The Bible's Legacy of Wo'
manhood, completes her trilogy with
Wisdom from the Women of the
Bible. The title derives from Mrs.
fþen's premise that one can gain wisdom by studying not only the lives of
those who were exemplarY but also
the lives of those who were foolish.
The women discussed are not just
those with well-known natnes and
prominent roles;many are not known

by name at all. Others played

ob-

scure roles. Nevertheless, each woman
is given equal attention because Mrs.

Deen feels that the life of each one,
whether it is one of good or evil, joY
or sorrow, bears some truth or holds
some value for today's woman.
Mrs. Deen suggests that there are
many paths of freedom. Mirianr's lay
in serving others'needs and Sarah's in
suffering, sacrifice, and faith. There
are personal rewards in such illimit-

able hospitality as that shown by
Mary, Martha, Lydia, and Priscilla.
We learn of the good ihat accrues to
children of dedicated mothers, such
as Jochebed (Moses' rnother) and
Hannah (Samuel's mother). And we
surely learn that the wisdom of a wornan is not to be discredited or minimized, for the wisdom of such wo-
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men as Deborah and Esther

have

changed the course of history.

'Ihe lives of the foolish

many complex stories are evident
throughout. Her characters are marvelously alive. Unity among them is
achieved through wisdom's thread.
Finally, her attempt to show each
story's relevance for today makes the
book more meaningful.

women

contain penetrating lessons too. A
bad temper and a sharp tongue can
cause the dissolution of a home, as in
the case of Michal, David's wife. Jez-

ebel represents the mighty force of
evil and its pervasive influence on
others within its circle. The experi

of Dinah, runaway daughter of
Jacob, provide a timely lesson for
today's girls.
ences

Throughout the book each woman's story is centered around bibli-

cal

passages. The narration is then
brclught into sharper focus by a careful delineation of the events, charac-

ters, and setting. Historical background is provided when necessary
for a better understanding of the nar-

The author's desire for relevance,
however, sometimes leads too far. For
example, in relating the story of Delilah's deception of Samson, Mrs. Deen
mentions contemporary women who
have been deceptive in their dealings
with men. Some of these contemporary "counterparts" are very weak
ones at best and serve only to dilute
the strength of her perceptions.

The author's inventions of

dia"

logue and action are often weak. Because of the dearth of information on
Lot's wife, Mrs. Deen creates conversation for her; and when speaklng of
Samson's death, she claims "Delilah
was probably there, too." To this revie'uirer, such extrapolation seems unnecessary.

rative. Mrs. Deen's application of each
story io ioday's woman, together
with some memorable quotes, verses,
or hymns, makes an effective conclusion for each chapter.

Weaknesses aside, however, this
short book is an impressive achievement. It is smooth and compelling
reading. The timeless words and actions of the women of the Bible do

One entire section of the book is
devoted to a study of the wisdom of

indeed provide

widows

of the Bible.

Each

of

the

in another sectir-rn porirays
a contact or relationship of Jesus

a well of

wisdom.

Whether the reader draws from this
well or not is, of course, a personal

If not, then hopefully lTzmdom from the Women of the Bible

chapters

choice.

with

The author's abilities to condense

will at least fulfill the author's hope
of "inspiring a deeper study of the

wealth

Bible."

a

a woman.

of

detail and to clarify
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Once there was a dim-eyed seelter who set
out in the darkness to llind God. And lo, a
Iearned lawyer called Calvin the Cool said to
him, "Thou canst not see God because thou
dost not have the Spectacles of Faith."
'oAh," said the seel{er, "and how can I obtain these wondrous specs?"
o'Only as the gift of God," said
Calvin.
"Trust me. I meanhitn."
And the seeker was sad, for it seemed to
him that this was circular logic. So he sought
another wise man and asked, "How can I obtain the Spectacles of Faith?" And the second
wise man, Loche the Learned, replied, "llxamine the evidence, silly. Your tabula is rcsø
and until you write upon it with clear and
distinct ideas you cannot know God." And
a student at his feet, Alexander the Debater,
nodded in agreement.
So the seeker sought ideas botl'r clear and
distinct, from the words of the prophets and
Sages of the ages, and from the world of nature about him. But some clear ideas clashed
with others equally clear, and in the world
he found both light and darhness, life and
death, and it was almost a draw except death
always seemed to have the last word unless
you bought that story al¡out Jesus and believing that story seemed to the seeher to require believing first in God and good grief
that was his problem in tire first place.
And the dilnness reurained.
"'lly these," came a voice with a cultured
German accent. It was l'riedrich the Scirpeechmaker. "'With these glasses vou can see God."
But as the seel<er donned the spectacìes a
screw carne loose and the lenses fell to the

ground.

"Woe is me!" cried the seeker. "Now I can
find neither God r-ror the glasses with wl'rich
to beholcl him""
"Well, feel around there for them both,"
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ON GOD AND
BROKEN GLASSES

advised Irriedrich. "That's what I had in
mind anyway. F'or it is in your feelings of
neecl that you can find both God and the
glasses,

if you still want to fool with them."

While the seel<er was searching for the
spectacles, an aged Jew passed by. "For
what do you seek?" he asked.

"For God," answered the seeker, "ot at,
for the Spectacles of Faith. Can you

least

help me?"
"Search not too long for the specs, nor listen too much to the learned," said the Jew.
"Enter with me into the house of worship,
and incline thine heart to obey. For it is only
in the keeping of the law that thou canst find
God."
"How can I obey him whom I cannot hear,
or worship him in whom I cannot believe?"
asked the seeher. By now he was fail distraught and thinking of giving up on the whole
thing.
But then the miracle happer-red. The dark
world turned, its massive hulk moving to the
West as lightly as the dawn's wispy mist. And
the movement caused the Son to rise in the
East and, although no tnan could say how, the
dimness fled from the seeker's eyes. And
there, in the growing light, stood One clothed
in white linen, and he said, "He who has seen
me has seen God."
And the seeker sa\¡/ as though with the
Spectacles of Faith, and as though evidence
were writ large on the blankness of his mind,
and as though every need were now met, and
as though all life v/ere now viewed as worship,
and as obedience. And he was in awe. "lfow

did it happen?" he inquired, Iooking round
for his mentors.
But they were all dumb before the Son, and
the myster5r remains.
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RENEW OR SUBSCRIBE FOR A FRIENP
BEFORE OUR PRICE INCREASE

IN JANUARY!
lnflation has struck again. Begínning January 1 our
one-year subscriptions will increase from $8 to $10.
(Multiple-year and student subs will remain the same$20 for 3 years, $30 for 5 years, and $5 per year for
students.) Now. while there's still plenty of time,
order a year's subscription at the current price as a
Christmas gift to a friend, or rene¡rv your own subscription. Use this handy blank:
NAME
ADDRESS

1

-

yr ($81

3 yrs

-

_Payment enclosed

($20)

_Bill

5 yrs (9301

-me

Clip or copy and ma¡l to:
Mission Journal
11223 Henç, Austin, TX78759

